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5th Annual 

Symposium

8.00     Coffee and networking
8.30     Mike Fiddy:  Introductions and UNC-C Photonicss “Info-mercials”
8.50 Jordan Poler  CNT-FET based sensors
9.00                Yasin Raja/ M. Khizar AlGaN-based DUV LEDs
9.10                Tsing-hua Her  Conformal nanostructures
9.20               Mona Mayeh/Faramarz Farahi MMI devices
9.30               Paulo Batoni/Ed Stokes  UV LED program update
9.40               Mohammad Ali Hasan  Monolithic integrated detector

Break

10.10               Vasily Astratov Coupled spherical microcavities
10.20               Tom Suleski  Interferometric lithography
10.30               Pat Moyer Spectroscopy with nanoholes
10.40              Tom Schmedake  Colloidal Si sensors
10.50               Ray Tsu (25 mins) Interaction of CdSe/ZnS quantum

dots with the matrix structure and each other
Break

11.30 Jeff Conley  Carolinas Photonics Initiative
Presentations by partner optics centers: Clemson, Duke, NCSU, WCU

12.45               Lunch

2.00                Prof. Nirmal Bose, Penn State Distinguished Professor 
Superresolution with a large field of view formicrominiaturized imaging systems

Break

3.15                Dr. Michael Lebby, President and CEO, Optoelectronics Industry Association

4.30                Reception, networking and opportunity to meet CarolinasPhotonics Cluster industry visitors



5th Annual (mini-) Symposium

Microoptics/sensors El-Kouedi, Farahi, Moyer, Suleski
Nanophotonics Hasan, Tsu, Sykes
Photonic crystals Astratov, Her
Nanoelectronics/lasers Casperson, Daneshvar, Stokes,
Nanofabrication and replication

 Bobbio, M. Davies, Deguzman, Dudley, Estrada,
Gonsalves, Hudak, Hudgins, Johnson, Poler,
Schmedake, Suleski

Metrology A. Davies, Hocken, Miller, Smith
Mullany, Xu

Imaging Fried, Klibanov, Lucas, Mayes, Tyson
Devices Ahmad, Naeini, Raja, Williams
Modeling Cai, Cao, Fiddy, Gbur, Kanaev,

Molchanov, Vainberg 



Charlotte Capabilities: Integrated Photonics

Example applications and collaborations:
Chem-bio sensors (GD, ARL)
Flat microspectrometer (ARL,Duke, Clemson)
FTTH and lower cost, small form factor TOSA (DOC, FTTH Council)
UV source development (ARL)
High power fiber lasers (Clemson, NG)
High resolution task-specific flat camera (Duke,DOC,DARPA)

State of the art facilities and tools
capability to fabricate 2D and 3D photonic circuits,
electron beam lithography, nanoimprint and diamond 
turning and grinding of precision optics, optical networks,
optical metrology and characterization, theory and numerical 
modeling of optical components
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Carolinas Neighborhood
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The Greater Region

InnoVenture 2005



CMOT & CPC: the opportunity

Exploring a new model for technology development. 
- Multi state consortium based on technology
- Multi university corporate affiliate program
- Multi university IP agreement desirable
- Technology group that individually focuses on strengths 
and collectively provides huge economic value.



Some unique collaborations

�Design reducer for the flow of material at head.
�Modify polymer and create novel polymer that
 mimics EdenÕs polymer in all Important parameters,
 viscosity, uv cure, etc.
�Materials to incorporate:

metal particles (many metal nanowires free in solution),
fluorescent dyes, Q-dots
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Coding masks and fan-out
elements are designed and
fabricated on campus and
signal to noise analysis
performed;
lenslets designed at DOC.

Flat camera design
Coding mask made in Center:

sub-micron scale features

T
E

TOSA  design
concept and
integration of source,
detector, isolator:

Polarizing grating

ing



ARL: Microwave Structures

�Design reducer for the flow of material at head.
�Modify polymer and create novel polymer that
 mimics EdenÕs polymer in all Important parameters,
 viscosity, uv cure, etc.
�Materials to incorporate:

metal particles (many metal nanowires free in solution),
fluorescent dyes, Q-dots
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Typical  k − ω  diagram of a
photonic crystal for a given
direction of Bloch wave vector k
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Single View - Multiple Wavelength 
Measurement
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Single Monostatic 
Measurement
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Scattering Geometry and k-space

kr

k = 2π/λ    as  λ    0  projection 
tomography and central slice theorem

M. A. Fiddy and M. Testorf, "Inverse scattering method applied to the synthesis
of strongly scattering structures". Optics Express, vol 14, pp2037-2046. March 2006.



Scattering from 
original cylinder

Invisible scatterer?

Reduced
forward
scattering

Back scattering

Low amplitude field



k-space engineering

?

Low amplitude field

k1r0

k2r0

Invisible at k2?

No scattering for longer 
wavelengths? Invisible cloak?



Invisible scatterer?

Cepstral reconstruction : V
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www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/05/25/tech/main1655705.shtml
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Published Online May 25, 2006 Science DOI: 10.1126/science.1125907

•Controlling Electromagnetic Fields

•J. B. Pendry 1*, D. Schurig 2, D. R. Smith 21

Using the freedom of design that metamaterials provide, we show how 
electromagnetic fields can be redirected at will and propose a design 
strategy. The conserved fields--electric displacement field D, magnetic 
induction field B, and Poynting vector S--are all displaced in a 
consistent manner. A simple illustration is given of the cloaking of a 
proscribed volume of space to exclude completely all electromagnetic 
fields. Our work has relevance to exotic lens design and to the cloaking 
of objects from electromagnetic fields.
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Original wavelength: 
modest (plane wave) 
scattering

Predominantly 
forward scattering as 
predicted



Collaborative Research Agreement with ARL

Began August ‘05 Army Research Labs, Adelphi MD

I Optical sources
UNC-C point of contact: Dr. Ed Stokes
ARL points of contact:  Dr. Mike Wraback

II Optical sensors
UNC-C point of contact:  Dr. Faramarz Farahi
ARL points of contact:  Dr. Paul Pellegrino
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